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Lecture 10: God and creation 

I. Some doctrinal position mix on the causal relationship between God and creation: 
A. The doctrine of creation (out of nothing). 
B. The doctrine of conservation. 
C. The doctrine of sustenance. 
D. The doctrine of concurrence. 

 
II. The doctrine of creation out of nothing (Creatio ex nihilo): 

A. Definition: God brought the universe into being without a material cause at some point in 
the finite past (Craig). 

B. Theological presuppositions: 
1. God is uniquely a se, i.e. he alone is self-existing and ever-existing. 
2. Therefore, anything else that exists is created by God. 
3. Therefore, everything that exists is created by God ex nihilo. 

C. Representative Biblical data: Genesis 1:1; Isaiah 44:24; John 1:3; Hebrews 11:3. 
D. Caution: creatio ex nihilo was probably never a category in the minds of Biblical authors; as 

such, the doctrine owes most of its construction to theological reflection. 
E. Analysis of creatio ex nihilo (Craig): 

1. Some entity e comes into being at some time t iff (a) e exists at t, (b) t is the first time 
at which e exists, and (c) e’s existing at t is a tensed fact. 

2. God creates e at t iff God brings about that e comes into being at t. 
F. Arguments for creatio ex nihilo: 

1. Some philosophical arguments: 
a. The Leibniz contingency argument. 
b. The kalam cosmological argument. 
c. Kant’s antinomy of space and time (Critique of Pure Reason, 1781). 

2. Arguments from modern cosmology (the universe has a beginning): 
a. Georges Lemaître (1927) discovered that the universe is expanding; thus, the 

universe can be traced back to an originating point. 
b. Edwin Hubble (1929) discovered that galaxies are drifting apart. 
c. Alpher, Herman, and Gamow (1940s) predicted the existence of cosmic 

microwave background (CMB) radiation. 
d. Penzias and Wilson (1964) discovered the CMB. 
e. Hawkings and Penrose (1970) discovered that singularities exist in any general 

relativistic model of the Big Bang. 
f. NASA’s WMAP (2012) calculated that the age of the universe to be 13.772 

billion years ± 59 million years. 
g. ESA’s Planck probe (2015) calculated that the age of the universe to be 13.813 

billion years ± 38 million years. 
G. Objections to creatio ex nihilo (with answers): 

1. Objection #1 – Everything that begins to exist has a material cause (W. Morriston): 
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a. The burden of proof lies with proponents to show that every instance of 
efficient causation must also be coincident with a material cause. 

b. Any such attempt is inductive in nature: it is not immediately obvious that 
material causation is an essential property of things rather than just an 
accidental quality of the things one observe. 

c. Creatio ex nihilo, by definition, is such that it is God who creates by his own 
power to bring about the universe of which it may be impossible to inductively 
observe past the point of singularity. 

2. Objection #2 – Nothing can do anything including producing the universe: 
a. This argument reifies nothing as though nothing is really something. 
b. Nothing literally means “no thing”; it is not a pronoun for a substantive referent. 

3. Objection #3 – Quantum physics proves that things do come from nothing (L. Strauss): 
a. Strauss: “The law of quantum mechanics tells us that nothing is unstable. 70% of 

the dominant stuff in the universe is nothing. There is nothing there but it has 
energy. Nothing is almost everything.” 

b. This objection equates quantum vacuum or quantum mechanical fields to 
nothing; these are, in fact, physical reality (or, something). 

c. David Albert’s analogy of quantum states and particles with fingers and fist. 
4. Objection #4 – It is inevitable that the universe comes into existence (Alex Vilenkin): 

a. Vilenkin: Although something cannot come out from nothing due to the law of 
conservation of energy (can neither be created nor destroyed), it is conceivable 
that the negative energy of the gravitational field completely balances out the 
positive energy of matter thus making the total energy of the cosmos zero; if so, 
in quantum mechanics, any process which is not strictly forbidden by the 
conservation laws will happen with some probability. 

b. This objection defines nothing as the balance of positive energy and negative 
energy in the universe but does not negate their actual existence (e.g., Person 
p’s net worth is zero if p’s debts equals p’s assets; does this mean that p’s 
financial situation is uncaused?). 

5. Objection #5 – The definition of creation crumbles in the case of the B-theory of time: 
a. The B-theory renders the flow of time illusory and thus the clause that God 

creates an object at “some point in the finite past” is nonsensical. 
b. According to the B-theory, the universe does not actually come into being for 

the big bang is only one edge of the time-space block; the universe is eternal. 
c. This objection is probably insurmountable if the B-theory of time is correct.  

 
III. The doctrine of conservation: 

A. Some quirks in classical theology: 
1. Medieval theologians describe two species of creatio ex nihilo, namely, creatio 

originans and creatio continuans. 
2. Creatio originans refers to God’s creation at the beginning of time; Creatio continuans 

refers to God’s continuing creation following creatio originans. 
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3. However, if creation means the first time something begins to exist, it follows that 
according to creatio continuans, God brings the universe and every object within it 
into existence at every moment in time. 

4. This leads to the occasionalism of Al-Ghazali where God is the only cause of every 
effect such that there are no secondary causes. 

5. In this view, nothing persists through time but that a new creation happens at every 
successive moment in time. 

B. It is better to conceive of conservation as an operation of God that is distinct from creation. 
C. Representative Biblical data: Colossians 1:16-17; Hebrews 1:3. 
D. Analysis of divine conservation (Craig): 

1. God conserves any entity e iff God acts upon e to bring about e’s existing from some 
time t until some other later time t’ > t through every subinterval of t  t’. 

2. The difference between creation and conservation is not in God’s action but in the 
object of God’s action for conservation presupposes an object that God acts upon to 
cause the object to persist from one moment to another; creation does not 
presuppose a prior object. 

E. Some reasons to support the doctrine of conservation: 
1. The Biblical data on conservation is arguably more secure than that of creatio ex nihilo; 

thus, while the case for creatio ex nihilo has some Biblical merits, one can be more 
confident with the Biblical data on conservation. 

2. Many theologians prefer not to affirm creatio ex nihilo to avoid any possibility of being 
falsified by science; they are more willing to affirm the doctrine of conservation. 

F. Some limitations to the doctrine of conservation: 
1. The definition of conservation presupposes the A-theory of time for there must be 

temporal becoming for some entity e to persist from some time t until some later time 
t’ > t through every subinterval of t  t’. 

2. In the tenseless B-theory of time, t does not actually flow to t’. 
3. Potentially timeless objects such as abstract objects do not fall within the definition of 

conservation for abstract objects do not persist through time; nonetheless, for God to 
be uniquely a se, abstract objects (if at all exist) must still be grounded in God. 
 

IV. The doctrine of sustenance (Craig): 
A. Thus, a third position on God’s causal relationship with creation (not available in classical 

theology) is required to take into account of abstract objects in the case that such objects 
exist and the B-theory of time in the case that the theory is correct.  

B. Analysis of sustenance: God sustains some entity e iff (1) e exists tenselessly at some time t 
or e exists timelessly and (2) God causes e to exists. 
 

V. Divine concurrence: 
A. Divine concurrence affirms that God is the cause of everything that happens in the world 

(but he is not the only cause a la occasionalism). 
B. God concurs with the action of secondary causes to produce their effects. 
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C. In the absence of God’s concurrence, secondary causes are unable to produce their effects. 
D. Some interpretations of divine concurrence: 

1. The Thomistic (Thomas Aquinas) interpretation: 
a. God acts on the secondary causes to produce their effects (chained 

concurrence). 
b. Thus, God causes the human will to choose to bring about some event e. 
c. This result in some form of determinism of the human will. 

2. The Molinist (Luis Molina) interpretation: 
a. God acts with the secondary causes to produce their effects (simultaneous 

concurrence). 
b. Thus, both God and the human free will choose to bring about some event e. 
c. This preserves the notion that God is the cause of everything but still consistent 

with human free will. 
E. The doctrine of divine concurrence seems to flow logically from the doctrine of conservation. 


